
Using the relationship found in
Question l0c, the nineteenth-cen-
tury French physicist Pierre Louis
Dulong and chemist Alexis Th6rdse

Petit discovered that the specific
heats of most crystalline solids can

be found from the equation cro :
3RlM.This relationship is called the

Dulong-Petit Inw.

1 $-3*

.:8. Compare the heat loss required to condense 1.0 g of steam to water at
100.0 "C and the heat lcist to cool 1.0 g of water at 100.0 "C by 1.0 "C.
The specific heat of water at 100.0 'C is 4.22 Jlgsg. Which, gram for
gram, is more damaging to the unprotected skin-water at its boiling
point or condensing steam?

fi9. Construct a scatter plot of specific heat versus molar mass for the pure
metals listed in Table 15-2 on page 344. Then construct a best-fit curve
through the data points. What kind of relationship, if any, exists?

*10. a. Construct a scatter plot of the metals' specific heats versus the recip-
rocals of their molar masses. Construct a best-fit curve through the
data points. Ifpossible, force the y-intercept to pass through zero.
Display the trendline's equation and the 12 vahte of the trendline fit.
What relationship exists between the variables in this plot? Is this
expected? Explain.

b. What are the units associated with the slope of the trendline found in
Part a2 What property of metals does this combination of units describe?

c. Divide the slope of the trendline and its units found in Part b by the
universal gas constant R : 8.315 J/(K'mol) and round the result to
1 SD. The resulting number is called lhe dimensionless heat capacity
(C*.), which is a property of nearly all metals.

There are three mechanisms for the transfer of thermal energy from one system to
another: conduction, convection, and radiation.

15.13 Conduction
Hold a stainless steel spoon in a pot of boiling soup. You will begin to feel the
spoon handle growing warm. Eventually, you will either have to drop the spoon or
withdraw it from the soup to prevent being burned. This is an example of conduc-
tion. The hot soup particles accelerate the motion of the nietal atoms in the bowl
of the spoon. These rapidly vibrating molecules collide with the adjacent. slower-
moving atoms within the metal, transmitting kinetic energy to the atoms farther up
the handle. The rapid motion and associated kinetic energy is transmitted from
atom to atom along the handle to your fingers.

Some materials conduct thermal energy easily, while others act as thermal
insulators. For example, if you had used a wooden spoon to stir the soup, you
could have held onto the spoon indefinitely. To understand the difference, we must
return to the atomic model. Recall that the major subatomic particles are protons,
neutrons, and electrons. The protons and neutrons are in the nucleus, while the
electrons surround the nucleus. Some substances hold their electrons firmly. Other
substances, especially metals, hold some of their valence electrons so loosely that
it takes little energy to remove them. In fact, some electrons are so independent of
their nuclei that they are called free electrons . These free electrons readily transmit
kinetic energy between atoms throughout a substance. Substances with free elec-
trons are therefore good thermal conductors. Substances lacking free electrons do
not conduct thermal energy well, so they are thermal insulators.

15.14 Convection
Air is a poor thermal conductor. However, a hot water radiator surrounded by air
can heat an entire room. This is possible because air transports thermal energy by

1 S-.fb lhermol conduction tokes plore

ot the moleculor level.

Substances that contain free elec-
trons, such as metals, generally are

good conductors of heat. Substances

that do not contain free electrons,
such as most solid ionic and molecu-
lar compounds, are generally poor
thermal corrductors (good insulators).

MECHANISMS FOR HEAT TRANSFER
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convection. Convection moves thermal energy by physically moving material that
has thermal energy. Gravity is the main force that causes this motion. The hot
radiator transmits heat to the air mas,s directly around it through conduction and
radiation (see Subsection 15.15). This warmer air expands, becoming less dense,

and is displaced upward by ihe cooler, denser air around it. The cool air is soon
heated and replaced with cooler air from the room. The cycle continues, setting up
a convection current of rising and falling air in the room. Eventually, the warmed
air cools, falls, and returns to the radiator to be heated again. In order to make most
efficient use of this convection proqess, a well-designed house has its convective
heat squrces near the floor.

Water, as well as air, transmits thermal energy by convection. In bodies of
water, the cooling process is especially interesting. Water is densest at 4 "C. A
body of water-a lake, for example---+ools from the top. When the top layer cools,
it sinks and is replaced'by wanner water from deeper in the lake. Since water at
4 oC is densest, no water can cool to below 4 "C until all the water in the lake has
reached'that temperature. When all the water is 4 oC, the surface layer cools to
lower temperatures, and the lake freezes over from the top down. Since ice is less
dense than liquid water at the same temperature, it floats. The net effect of this
phenombnon is that freezing is delayed throughout the depth of the lake as long as

possible. In deep lakes, even after the surface freezes, some unfrozen water exists
under the ice all winter. This phenomenon, ordained by the Creator, preserves
aquatic life through the winter months.

I5-8 Convection
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Radiant energy, of which visible
light is one form, is different from
thermal energy, which can exist only
in matter. Radiant energy is trans-
lormed into thermal energy when it
is absorbed into matter. tiis impor-
tant to distinguish between these two
forms of energy.

Josef Stefan (1835-93) was an
Austrian physicist known for discov-
ering the relationship between rhe

radiant energy of an object dnd the
fourth power of its absolute tempera-
ture (Stefan's law).

{5.1H Radiation
The earth is warmed by thermal energy from the sun. However, since the density
of the particles between the sun and the earth is so low, the sun's thermal energy
cannot be transmitted by conduction or convection. The sun's electromagnetic
energy reaches the earth by radiation, which is converted to thermal energy when
it is absorbed by matter. The sun is not the only object that transfers thermal en-
ergy by radiation. Every object with a temperature greater than absolute zero
transfers thermal energy in this way. "Cold" objects emit less radiation than "hot"
objects. Stefan's law gives the correspondence between absolute temperature (f
and the power of its radiant energy (S),

,s.!;71, (1s.s)

where o is a proportionality constant, called the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
(o : 5.67 X 10 8 W1m2.f1;1, and T is the Kelvin temperature of the object,s
surface. Because S is proportional to temperature to the fourth power,, an object
radiates sixteen times as much energy at a given absolute temperature as it radiates
at half that temperature.

Thermal Energy and Radiation: Stefan's Law

what is the ratio of the radiant power of an iron bar at 600. K to its radiant
power at 200. K?

Sotution:

.S : ofa

Find the radiant power at 600. K.

5ooor: o(600. K)4W/nz

Find the radiant power at 200. K.

Szoo r : o(200. K)a W/mz

Find the ratio of the radiant energies.

SoooK - 
o(600. K)a

Szoo r o(200. K)a

** : (:)4: ar
J2oo K

A threefotd increase in the absotute temperature of the bar yietds an eighty-
one-fotd increase in the rate of thermaI energy radiated.

Black objects absorb radiant energy, including visible light. Therefore, a black
object is also the best absorber of radiant energies that are the most easily con-
verted to thermal energy. (That is why solar collectors on rooftops are painted
black.) For similar reasons, a black object is the best radiator. Since iighter objects
do not absorb energy as easily, there is less energy to re-radiate. A perfect (ideal)
radiator and absorber is called a blackbody.

e(3)'.rzos.t#
uGOe-Kr
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ffi*n*t rhf $()f\i Sc { EN{lfr }uKq:$LEM
Miserqble Hest
As the sun and the tlrermometer readir"rgs rise'in the summer. we
get more and more uncomfcrtable. But the hotter temperatures
affect more than just our comfort. Hot air hotds more humidity,
and both of these factors can affect commerce and human health.
Agricu[ture, meat processing, photography, restaurants, textiLes,

computers, manufacturing, [ibraries, and many jndustries re[y on
cooter temperatures and low humidity to function efficiently and

to protect their customers and products. Diseases surface and
spread faster in hot, humjd weather. In recent decades, intense
heat waves in the summertime have kiLled thousands of peopte

in the United States. How can technoLogy heLp us cope with this
continuing probtem?

15.'l lntroduction
So far you have studied two forms of energy-mechanical and thermal. Mechanical
energy is a property of tangible objects. Two types of mechanical energy are po-
tential energy and kinetic energy. Potential energy, one result of work, can be
changed to kinetic energy-energy of motion. A motionless ball poised at the top
of an inclined plane has potential energy. As the ball rolls down the inclined plane,
it gains kinetic energy as it loses potential energy. When the ball reaches the bot-
tom of the plane, the last of its gravitational potential energy disappears and it rolls
along the flat surface with only kinetic energy. Total mechanical energy (E) is the
sum of the kinetic and potential energies due to the motion and position of physi-
cal objects.

Once the appropriate reference points for determining the system's motion and
position are established, the system's total mechanical energy can be known. Sub-
sequently, only the changes of the system's total mechanical energy (LE) are
important from a physics perspective.

Thermal energy is due to the rapid, random motion of the molecular, atomic,
and subatomic particles of matter. Like mechanical energy, thermal energy can be

subdivided into potential energy and kinetic energy. The particles of a substance

are constantly moving; therefore, they have kinetic energy. Their average kinetic
energy is proportional to the temperature of the substance.

l6-2 ivlechonicol potentiol energy con chonge to

mechonicol kinelic energy.

l6-l Sometimes summer temperotures become miserobly high.

THE ZEROTH AND FIRST LAWS
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The zeroth law of thermodynamics
states that if two systems are in
thermal equilibrium with a third,
then they are in thermal equilibrium
with each other.

(b,

Key

-

adiabatic barrier

lw
diathermic barrier

(insulatingmaterial) (conductingmaterial)

l6-3 Three sy$ems in themol equilibrium

demon$roting the zeroth low of thermodynomics.

(o) lf systems A ond B ore individuolly in thermol

equilibrium with system C, then (b) they mu$ be in

thermol equilibrium with eoch other.

The symbol YYn(r represents the
mechanical work done on a thermo-
dynamic system by external non-
conservative forces. This symbol is
different from that used in earlier
chapters because in studying ther-
modynamics, it is usually more
important lo analyze the work a sys-

tem does on its sunoundings (llf.

The innumerable particles of a substance also have potential energies, but it is
extremely complicated to determine the reference points to establish these ener-
gies. The sum total of the particle kinetic and potential energies is called internal
energy (U). As with total mechanical energy, once the internal energy of a system
is established or assumed for a given state of the system, only the change in inter-
nal energy becomes important. The changes of internal energy (A,U) are usually
much easier to calculate than the internal energy states at the beginning and end

of a process.

15.2 The Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics
Some materials conduct heat well, while other materials are good insulators.
An ideal insulating wall through which no thermal energy can pass is called an

adiabatic boundary. An ideal conductor of thermal energy is called a diathermic
material. Although no completely adiabatic or diathermic materials exist, the
concepts are useful for simplifying discussions.

As you have probably noticed, when you place a hot object in contact with a
cold object, the cold object becomes hotter, and the hot object becomes cooler. In
time, the two objects reach the same temperature. That is, they reach a state of
thermal equilibrium. Thermal energy has flowed from the hot object to the cold
object. As you learned in Chapter 15, the flow of thermal energy is called heat.

Figure 16-3 depicts what is called the zeroth law of thermod_l'namics. This law
states that two systems that are in thermal equilibrium with a third system must be

in thermal equilibrium with each other. The law received its name because it is
more basic than either the first or second law but was formulated after the other
laws already had been named.

In (a), system A is separated from system B by an adiabatic barrier, and

both are linked to system C by diathermic barriers. Although A and B cannot
exchange thermal energy with each other, both can exchange thermal energy
with C. In (b) the barriers have been switched so that A and B can exchange
thermal energy with each other, but C is thermally insulated from both A and B.
According to the zeroth law, if no net energy exchange occurs in (a), then none

will occur in (b).

The principle becomes still more understandable when you view it in terms of
temperature. In (a), systems A and B are at the same temperature as C. (You must,

of course, assume that each system is itself at a uniform temperature.) System A
must therefore be at the same temperature as system B. When the adiabatic barrier
between them is replaced with a diathermic barrier, neither system will warm (that
is, transfer thermal energy to) the other. Moreover, since all three systems are at the
same temperature, no thermal energy can flow in any direction, regardless of how
the barriers are placed.

15.3 The General Lau, of Conservation of Energy-
The First Law

Before progressing further, we need to gather together what we know about energy
transfers in order to establish a fundamental or general energy conservation prin-
ciple. Energy can be added to a system by either of two processes: (a) mechanical
work ( 1V,,.,) through the application of external nonconservative forces or (b) heat

transfer (Q) through temperature differences with the system's surroundings. The
energy transferred to the system by these means is seen as a change of the internal
energy of the system (Atl) or as a change in the system's total mechanical energy
(AE) or both. The general energy conservation law can be written

360 Chapter 16
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When we discussed basic mechanics, we assumed that no heat transfers took
place and no changes of internal energy occurred ( U : 0 J). When discussing
basic thermodynamics principles, we will make the assumption that the total
mechanical energy of the system is constant (LE : 0 J). Therefore, the only forces
doing work on the system are nonconservative forces. Equation 16.1 can then be

rewritten as

Q * Wt: LU. (16.2)

Rather than being concerned about the work done on a system, as we were in
our study of mechanics, it is more useful in thermodynamics to evaluate the effects
of a system on its t*r;'r,tl:lr1ir:gs, therefore the work notation in Equation 16.2

needs to be modified slightly. Recall from our study of Newton's laws that every
force on a system is paired with an opposite force acting on another system. It
follows that if a system's surroundings do mechanical work on it through the ap-

plication of a nonconservative force, then the system must also do work on its
surroundings via the reaction force. The work by the system on its surroundings is

therefore the negative of the work on the system (lZn"r : - W). Equation 16.2 then
becomes

Q*W:AU,or
g:'[[/ *:''141' . (16.3)

Equation 16.3 is the mathematical statement of the tirnf iarv r-:t"ih*nr;il*{-v^*are:{,*r.

The first law extends the principle of the conservation of total mechmical energy
to internal energy as well. We will investigate the applications and limitations of
the first 1aw in the following discussion of thermodynamic processes.

16.4 Fleat Engines
Thermal energy can be changed into mechanical energy. An engine called a heat
engine can do mechanical work by absorbing and discharging heat. The simplest
"machine" that converts thermal energy to work is an expanding gas. For a gas to
expand usefully, it must be confined in an expandable container. One such con-
tainer is a cylinder fitted with a gas-tight piston. Assuming that the piston is mass-
less and frictionless simplifies calculations. As the gas expands, it is no longer in
thermal equilibrium. It heats or cools unevenly. To avoid this problem, we allow
the gas to expand in extremely minute steps, letting it retum to thermal equilib-
rium between steps. Consequently, the gas expands without ever being far from
thermal equilibrium. A proces.s that proceeds in this way is called a quasi-static
process.

For quasi-static processes, the gas pressure inside the cylinder is at all times in
equilibrium with the external pressure. When the gas is compressed from a volume
Vtlo a volume V2by an external pressure P, work is done on the gas. (You can

verify that energy is added to the gas because it warms when it is compressed.)
The simplified formula for work is

W: Fd. (t6.4)

Pressure is force per unit area, so force exerted by the gas equals pressure times
the cross-sectional area of the piston:

F: pr".A

Substituting for force in Equation 16.4,

The :urrs:$l:di**r of a system are

everything in the universe that is

outside the system's boundaries.

The work done on a thermodynamic
system is the negative of the work
done on the system's surroundings.
This is a direct consequence of
Newton's third law of motion: every
force is balanced by an equal but
opposite force on a different system.

W: -Wn"f

The 'flivsl fu:va cf ?h*iint*dynarr:lts
states that the heat transferred to or
from a system is equal to the sum
of the change of the system's inter-
nal energy and the work the system
does on its surroundings.

Q:LU+W

p i ston

cyl i n der

W : (Fg 
"A)d.
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I6-5 A gos is compressed by o presure, P.

But the cross-sectional area of the cylinder times the displacement distance of the
piston is just the volume change (Al4 of the gas in the cylinder, so the work done

by the gas as it is compressed by a constant external pressure is

W: Pgu"LV.

The change of volume when a gas is compressed is negative. Therefore, the

work done by the gas on its surroundings (see Subsection 16.3) is negative when
it is compressed. This result makes sense, since the surroundings are losing energy
and the gas is gaining energy.

When the gas expands against the applied pressure, the gas does positive work
on its surroundings. (A gas that does work by expanding loses thermal energy, so

it cools.) In general, for expansion or contraction against a constant pressure, the
work done by the gas is

W:P(Vz-Vt).
The pressure against the gas is not always constant. When the pressure varies

during an expansion or a contraction, the work is the sum of the work done in each

step. In a quasi-static process, you can assume that for a small volume change the
pressure is constant, so

i : | , , Wroa:(PAV)I+(PLV)z+(PAy)3+...+(PLV)'". (16'5)
LV,

|-_____ _________ r.
iA,: ^ 16.5 P-V Diagrams

, lior;: --- -1 Equation 16.5 becomes easier to solve if you plot the pressure versus the volume+____i : , , --- PB on a graph called a P-V diagram. For instance, in Figure 16-6 the gas is origirtally
at 0.50 L and 1.00 x tOs Pa. It expands to 1.00 L (Ay: 0.50 L) at 1.00 x 105 Pa.t-, -" ; -'-. -r -, -.i: - -

Then, while the volume remains constant, the pressure changes to 0.75 x lOs Pa.

The gas expands to 1.50 L at 0.15 x 105 Pa. The pressure is again lowered to
0.50 x lOs Pa, Finally, the gas expands to 2.00 L. The total work done by the gas

is as follows:

vtrtotor : (PLV)I + e\nz+ (PAI4:

wtotat: (1.00 x 105 ra;1+0.50 L) + (0.75 x 10s Pax+0.50 L)
+ (0.50 x 10s Pa)(+0.50 L)

wdat = 0.50 x 105 Pa.L + 0.375 x 105 Pa.L + o.25 x 105 Pa.L

Wotut: 1.125 x 105 Pa'L

lVtorur = I.l3 x lOs Pa'L

Since 1 Pa : 1 N/m2, and 1 L : 0.001 m3,

1.13 x _l0s Nlll0.001 m] : 1t3N.m : t13 J.In( I I lL
Notice that each term in the work equation is equal to the block of the area

under the corresponding step of the graph of the quasi-static process on the P-V
diagram (Figure 16-7). That is, the area under the curve representing the process

on a P-V diagram is equal to the absolute value of the work done by the gas

during the process. This result is true for any confined gas process (expansion
or contraction). The sign of the work depends on whether the gas gains or loses

"--r*'"'-'*r-'-" 1'**-"-1'**'--'1"-"'--F
1.00 2.00

Volume /(L)

l6-6 A P-lldiogrom of on exponding gos in o

quosi-$otic process

Recall that the SI pressure unit is
the pascal (Pa), named after Blaise
Pascal

1Pa:1Nim2

.A-4:

1.00 2.00

Volume, l/(L)

l6-7 An oreo under 0 curve 0n o P-[diogrom

indicotes the work done by o proces between the two

stotes represented by the endpoinh of the curve.
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energy. If the gas expands, it does work on its surroundings, so the sign is positive.
If the gas contracts or is compressed, the surroundings do work on it, so the sign
is negative.

-d:100
b

. x 0.75

:A-, st 0.50
t=

i s 025

1.00 2.00

Volume, I/(L)

I 6-8 A groph showing the work done by on

exponding gos for Exomple 16-1

The mathematical technique we use

in Exarnple 16-1 illustrates the great

importance ol integral calcuLus in
physics. Sinco the pressure and vol-
ume shown in Figure 16-8 change in
a linear (straight-line) fashion, ordi-
nary atgcbralets ut caleulate the,mea
of the shaded space. However, many
real-world proresses aren't perfectly
linear (see Figure 16-10). In order to
find the area under nonlinear curves,

we must either be satisfied with alge-

: t' Aa o
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Problem-$olving Strotegy I 6.1

lf a cycle proceeds clockwise on a
P-V diagram, then the system is a
heat engine doing positive work. If
the cycle proceeds counterclock-
wise, then work is being done on
the system (as in a refrigerator).

palh 1

fftoo
O

5 0./s
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E 050
=a

s 0.25
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I
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I
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V,2

l6-10 (0) Ihe exponding gos does positive work

while exponding from /r to /2. (b) Ihe gos does

negolive work os it is compressed from l/z to /r.

Prot&n-Solvirq Skctegy I 6.?

If a process moves from left to right
along any parh on a P-l{ diagram,
then the system is doing work. If the
process moves from right to left
along any path, then work is being
done on the system.

One state variable that you are famil-
iar with is the balance of your bank
account. It doesn't really matter to
you what form of money (coins, bills,
checks, ATM transfers, etc.) adds
value to the account balance, as long
as your balance increases. The state
of your account is the cash balance
that it has at any given moment.
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1.00 2.00

Volume, /(L)

16-9 Work done by o gos thot exponds in o cyde

For the second step, where
under curve @ is

Az

At

Az

Since the gas is compressed

Wz: -50. J

For the third step, @, the volume is constant; therefbre. no work is done.

W::0J
The total work for the cvcle is

Wt td: Wt -t Wz -f Wt

lTtotur : (*75 J) + (-50 J) + 0 J

W.-tnt: +25 I.

Notice that the ner work by the gas is the same as the area enclosed by the path
of the cycle (the triangular area in Example l6- I ). This is a general principle: For
a cycle, the absolute value of the total work done is equal to the ctrea enclosecl by
the path of the cycle on a P-v diagram. A cycle that has a clockwise path on the
diagram does positive work. Such a system is a heat engine. A cycle that has a
counterclockwise path on the diagram does negative work. An example of a sys-
tem that follows such a path is a refrigerator.

The work done by a gas, unlike work done against gravity, clelteruls on the pcttl
of the process on a P-v diagram. The thermal energy added to the gas also depinds
on the expansion path. Experiments show, however, that for sy.stems whose total
mechanical energy is constant, the quantity (e - W is the same regardless of the
thermodynamic path between two states. This quantity is the change in the internal
energy of the gas, AU, according to the first law of therrnodynamics. Since the
change of internal energy does not depend on the way the 

"n"rgy 
is added (the

path between two thermodynamic states), the internal energy is called path-
independent. Path-independent quantities are called state variables since they
depend only on the thermodynamic state of the gas at a given time and not on how
it got there. Internal energy, temperature, pressure, and volume al-e some state
variables. They define the state of a gas.

15.6 Expansion Cycles
If a gas is to be useful as a machine. it rnust Lre

able to expand repeatedly, following a cycle.
When the gas from the previous example
returns to its original state, as Figure 16-9
shows, it is ready to expand again. For the first
step in the cycle, O, the gas expands as it did
in the example, and the same amount of work
is done by the gas on its surroundings:

Wr : 7.5 X l01Pa.L : -175 I

the volume is reduced at constant pressure, the arca

: (1.00 LX5.0 x 104 Pa)

: 5.0 x 104 Pa.L

: 50. J.

(contracts), the work b,,- the gas is negative.



15.7 Thermodynamic Systems
We have mentioned in our discussion an entrty called a thermodynamic system.
As you know, a system is a piece of the universe isolated, at least mentally, for
study. Other examples of possible thermodynamic systems are a calorimeter con-

taining hot water, an ice cube, and an internal combustion engine. The boundaries

of the system are set by the person studying the system. For an expanding gas, the

cylinder lvalls and the piston are the boundaries of the system. Anything that is not
a part of a system is a part of its surroundings.

Systems are classified into three categories. An open system, such as an ice

cube resting on a kitchen counter, can exchange both energy and matter with its
surroundings. A closed system can exchange energy but not matter with its sur-

roundings. An expanding gas in a thermally conducting cylinder with a gas-tight

piston is a closed syste.m. An isolated system, such as a liquid in a perfectly insu-
lated vacuum flask, cannot exchange either matter or energy with its surroundings.
In practice, there are no truly isolated systems except for the universe itself.

In an isolated system, energy is conserved. That is, the amount of energy in an

isolated system is constant. Energy may be converted from one form to another,

but no energy enters or leaves the system, nor does it appear or disappear: Since
the universe is an isolated system, its total amount of energy is constant. When
energy is exchanged between an open or closed system and its surroundings, all
the energy lost by one must be gained by the other, since the system and its sur-

roundings ultimately include the entire universe. This fact is the reason for the

lollowing equation in Chapter l5:

O,yr,.- f Qsu,ounding, : 0 J

Although no practical system is isolated, a system enclosed in a calorimeter or
other vacuum-insulated container approximates an isolated system for short peri-
ods of time. The first law of thermodynamics is one of the great conservation laws

of science. It states that in a isolated system, the total quantity of energy (in the

forms of thermal energy and mechanical work) is constant, neither being created

nor destroyed. This law is consistent with numerous biblical references proclaim-
ing the finished work of God at the end of the Creation week.

16.8 Thermodynamic Processes
A therruodynamic process is a change in the thermodynamic state of a system.

Although it is possible for all state variables to change at the same time, analysis
and calculatioris are easier if at least one variable is held constant throughout the

process. Processes are named to indicate which variables are held constant.

An adiabatic process exchanges no thermal energy between the system and

its surroundings. For adiabatic processes, Q is zero; therefore, the first Iaw
becomes

0J:AU*W,or
AU : -W,

Since internal energy of a gas is directly proportional to temperature, a change in
internal energy is indicated by a change in temperature. If the gas exiands, doing
positive work, then intemal energy decreases, and the gas temperature drops; if the

gas is compressed so that it does negative work, temperature and internal energy
increase.

For an i*cll.Xlr= rilsi process, the temperature of the system is constant. If you

assume that the system is not in the process of melting, freezing, boiling, or

Thermodynamically, neither the pis-

ton nor the cylinder walls are parls of
the gas system.

heat and

mass 'l

exchan ge

heat

into

system

l&-1 Iu An open sy$em

heat

i nto

system
?.,l ;v

heat out oI

system

system

3S-l I& A closed syslem

I6-l le An isololed system

The first law of thermodynamics is

one of the most thoroughly tested and

confirmed laws in physical science. If
a scientist claims that energy or mass

(a different form ofenergy) spontane-

ously has appeared in the universe,

you know that his idea violates this
law of science.

In adiabatic processes, thermal
energy is constant (Q: 0 I).

Recall that W is work on the sur-
roundings by the system and is the

negative of the work on the system
(W: -W*,).

In i :!:*i: h r:r ! 1"i],il i processes, temperature
is constant (AU : 0 i).
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This statement is not a violation of
the second law of thermodynamics
because it represents only a step in
a cycle and not the entire cycle (see

Section l68).

In an isochoric (rvn so KOR ik) pro-
cess, volume is constant (l( : O J').

In an isobarie process, pressure is
constant, and work done is a function
of volume alone.

l6A Ohiettives

After completing this section, I can

/differentiate internal energy from
mechanical energy.

/explain why the zeroth law of
thermodynamics defines thermal
equilibrium.

/state the first law of thermody-
namics and discuss how it
pertains to the principle of
conservation.

/ describe the general characteris-
tics of a heat engine,

/explain why the concept of quasi-
static processes is useful for
describing the operation of a

heat engine.

,/ graph and interpret P-V diagrams.

/ explain the significance of the
expansion cycle of a heat engine
in doing useful work.

/describe the properties of the

three thermodynamic systems

and give an example of each.

/differentiate among the five ther-
modynamic processes discussed
in the text.
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condensing (phase changes involving the
temperatures), the internal energy is also
becomes

exchange of latent heats at constant
constant (LU : 0 J). The first law

Q:0J*lV,or
Q: W'

This means that all of the heat transferred is converted to work.
During an is*ci"rq:ri* process, the volume is constant. Remember, work is done

on or by a gas only when its volume changes. Therefore,

Q:LU-loJ,or
Q: LU'

All the thermal energy added to the system increases the internal energy of the
system.

An is*baric process is a process for which the pressure is constant. Isobaric
processes give the simplest equation for work,

W:PLV

The first law of thermodynamics for this process is

Q: LU + PLV

The calculations for work and energy are much simpler when it is possible to
use the ideal gas relationships in the general gas law. At low pressures, real gases

behave much like ideal gases, and the approximation is valid. A process that allows
the use of ideal gas relationships is known as an ideal gas process.

L6A Section Review
1. What is a barrier that conducts no thermal energy called?

2, On a cold winter morning, if the air outside a car is in thermal equilib-
rium with the glass in the car's window and the window glass is in ther-
mal equilibrium with the air inside the car, what can be said about the
temperatures of the inside and outside air? What is your authority for
your answer?

3. How is the work done by the surroundings on a thermodynamic system
related to the work the system does on its surroundings? What principle
of mechanics allows you to answer this question?

4. To what is the area under a P-V curye equivalent?

5. What kind of thermodynamic engine follows a counterclockwise path
on a P-V diagram?

6. What kind of thermodynamic system is a sealed plastic container full of
steaming hot soup in a refrigerator?

7. For a closed gas thermodynamic system, what kind of process
exchanges thermal energy for change in internal energy?

o8. A gas cylinder system similar to that described in this section originally
has a volume of 1.80 x 10-3 m3 at 1.01 x 105 Pa. If the volume and
pressure of the gas change along a linear path on the P-V diagram to
1.22 \. l0-3 m3 and2.O2 x 105 Pa, what is the work done by the gas

in joules?


